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Dear Readers,
AIPC is pleased to present this new special issue specifically addressed to the English-speaking
friends of our Society.
Setting up a new issue of our newsletter is always a hard job of consultation, research and
choices. But this time it was not necessary, because as soon as we saw Boaz Ng’s blog, we had no
doubt in devoting his field trip report in Western Australia to an entire issue of our journal.
Reading this story, so rich in details, curiosities and adventures, you too will realize the passion
that characterizes the Author but above all I think you will feel a strong desire to share in the beauty
of Nature that always knows how to surprise, filling our eyes with joy, and the numerous and
splendid photos are proof of this.
When we find such a prolific and, above all, so cooperative collaborator, we really feel like the
AIPC family has grown and welcoming Boaz has been a real pleasure.

or check our website http://www.aipcnet.it.
Back Issues: contact magazine.aipc@gmail.com
No parts of this publication may be reproduced in any form and by any means

We invite you to visit our website www.aipcnet.it, in particular the section “Carnivorous docs”
where you can find our other special issues in English.
Enjoy the reading.

without written permission of the Editor.
Guidelines for the authors
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Only typed articles are accepted. It is recommended to make use of a standard word processor (either for PC or for Mac) avoiding fancy characters or
styles. As an indication, each page should consist of about 3000 characters
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Expedition to
Western Australia
By Boaz Ng
Photos by the Author
Western Australia is home to the greatest number of carnivorous plant
species anywhere in the world. The south-west of the state is known for
its incredibly varied geography, leading to intense floral biodiversity especially in Drosera. This region is the dream travel destination for many
carnivorous plant enthusiasts.
At the end of winter in 2019, Boaz Ng, medical researcher and carnivorous plant enthusiast, turned this dream into a reality when he embarked
on an expedition to document the carnivorous plants of Western Australia.
He started his journey in Perth, performing a broad circuit of the south
west of the state, before heading north for a few days. His search for these
plants led him through dense forests, thick swamps, dramatic mountains
and ancient plains. Over two and a half weeks and almost 3,500 km on the
road, he was able to observe over 50 species of carnivorous plants in their
natural habitat.

Part 1. Coastal Plains
As soon as I landed in Perth I was ready to
begin exploring. This two-and-a-half-week expedition to document carnivorous plants in the
wild was months in the making and I had spent
hours compiling sites and species lists and scouring Google maps for locations to investigate. I
met up with my good friend Peter at the airport,
who unfortunately had to wait several hours for
my delayed flight to arrive from Sydney, and
hurriedly picked up the rental car. It wasn’t long
before we were speeding southbound on the
highway towards the coastal city of Bunbury,
where we were to spend the night. There was no
time to waste. Drosera were waiting …
South-west Western Australia is home to
over 100 tuberous and pygmy species of Dro-
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Legend of the places and reference to chapters
1. Perth & Bunbury ([A] and [B])
2. South West Forest (region between Bunbury [B] and Walpole [C])
3. Southern Swamps (Walpole [C])
4. The Ranges (Stirling Range [D])
5. The South Coast (Albany [E] to Fitzgerald River NP [F])
6. The Wheatbelt (Area between [F] and [A]. Main location is around Hyden [G])
7. Northern Sandplains (between Perth [A] and Mount Lesueur area [H])
8. Perth Hills ([I])

sera, most of which are found nowhere else in
the world. These plants have adapted for the
harsh seasonal dichotomy of the region, actively
growing in the cooler winter months before
going dormant in the bone-dry summers. Many
are tuberous species, which retreat into an
underground corm to survive the annual desiccation. Of these, there are three main morphological groups: The first is the tuberous rosetted
sundews, which develop flat ground-hugging
leaves from a central growing point. The second
is the erect and scrambling species, that send up
a thin stem on which carnivorous leaves emerge
at regular intervals. The last is the fan-leaved
sundews, with semi-circular leaves along fleshy
stems that arise from a central rosette. There are
also the pygmy Drosera, diminutive rosetted
plants that form a tight reflective bud in the
summer to bear out the heat.
AIPC Magazine 58 - 5

After an hour or so of driving, we tried our
luck and stopped at a disturbed rest area by the
highway. As I poked around the weeds and grasses, my eyes were drawn to a familiar sparkle
and I was ecstatic to discover that it was from
the dewy leaves of Drosera stolonifera! I was
particularly impressed by the imposing form
of this fan-leaved species – the rounded leaves
that emerged from the thick sprawling stems reminded me of the tentacles of an octopus. I had
discovered my first Drosera and I had only been

on the ground for a few hours. Keen to find
more, we forged onwards towards Bunbury.
The Bunbury area is situated on the flat
Swan Coastal Plain and is dissected by swamp,
forest and seasonal watercourses. This variable
environment gives rise to many different niches,
which supports a great diversity of species.
Our next stop, a forested nature reserve on the
outskirts of the city, gave us a better glimpse into
the natural state of the area. Immediately we saw
the scrambling stems of Drosera pallida tangled

amongst the bushes. Growing over 2 meters in
length, the species uses its leaves to latch onto
surrounding vegetation and elevate itself above
the ground. I also saw massive clonal colonies
of Drosera erythrorhiza in the sandy soil. It is
known that this sundew reproduces prolifically
through lateral stolons that produce new tubers
and is often encountered as dense and isolated
carpets as a result of asexual reproduction. In
some areas, the plants grew so densely that they
covered entire clearings with their round, green
rosettes. By now the daylight was rapidly diminishing so we hurried on to check into our accommodation in Bunbury and rest after a long
day travelling from the other side of the country.
We awoke early the following morning before
sunrise to get some exploring done in a nearby
nature reserve. The trail we followed took us
through a variety of habitats, with each niche
presenting different species of sundews. Beginning in a woodland area similar to the one we
explored the day before, the first rays of the sun
illuminated nice patches of the familiar Drosera
stolonifera, D. pallida and D. erythrorhiza. As
we continued onwards, we were taken to a lowlying swampy area where I noticed D. rosulata,
a rosetted species with a sunken midrib coloniTop D. pallida, center and
bottom D. erythrorhiza

Here and in the box
Drosera stolonifera
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Part 2. South West Forests

Top D. rosulata, bottom
some pygmy sundews

sing the peat. The scrambling red stems of D.
drummondii could be seen in exposed sandy
areas and I was able to spot a single stem of D.
porrecta, a fan-leaved species with whorls of
leaves emerging from the bushes. On top of this,
I sighted two species of pygmy sundew, most of
which are unfortunately almost impossible to
identify without flowers. I had already spotted
so many species in such a short amount of time
and my day had only just begun.

8 - AIPC Magazine 59
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Top D. porrecta, bottom pygmy sundew

With the morning slipping away, we rushed
back to the car and embarked on the 250 km
journey to the southern town of Walpole. On
today’s itinerary was a dozen promising roadside stops I had identified from satellite images,
which I hoped would allow us to efficiently survey a range of locations whilst saving precious
time.
The first half of the drive was mostly through
agricultural land and we passed it at speed. It
was past midday when we reached our first site,
a roadside swamp surrounded by jarrah woodland. The large form of Drosera rosulata grew
in the wetter ditches whilst only meters away in
the drier forest we found D. collina. This rosetted species is closely related to D. erythrorhiza
but can be distinguished by its larger, elongated
and more numerous leaves. In the transition
zone between the swamp and forest we also
sighted D. macrantha with its long hairy stems
that scramble on the surrounding vegetation.
Forging forward, we soon reached the
expansive national parks for which the South
West region is renowned. Here, high winter
rainfall supports the growth of towering karri
trees that flourish in vast swathes of forest.
Millenia of weathering and geologic uplift has
exposed the granite bedrock, forming outcrops
that punctuate the surrounding bushland. As
we turned a corner, the dense canopy suddenly
opened, and we were confronted with a massive
rock covering the area of a sports field and rising some two stories high. Stained green with
cyanobacteria and covered with a thick layer of
moss, the exposed surface of the granite was the
perfect location for carnivorous plants to grow.
With excitement, I approached its base
and immediately noticed thousands of pink
flowers emerging from the wettest patches of
moss. These were the blooms of Utricularia
multifida, an annual species of bladderwort
that races to mature and set seed within a single
season. I rushed onto the surface of the outcrop
where curious red tufts sprouting out of the

Top D. rosulata,
bottom D. collina

D. macrantha
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moss caught my eye. Upon closer inspection,
I noticed that they were Drosera macrantha
which, in the absence of a perch to attach to,
were windswept into tight balls. On the forested
boundaries of the rock, I found long stems of
D. erythrogyne and D. aff. pallida “South coast
form”, which reached almost 3 metres in length
as they scrambled up through the bushes. The
former species is distinguished from the latter
by a light green coloration and preference for
wetter environments. At the other end of the
scale, seedlings of D. modesta, with its tiny

shield-shaped leaves and wiry stem, grew only a
few centimetres tall. I was amazed at how much
diversity a single outcrop could hold, and I was
eager to search for more.
After stopping at a few more similar sites, we
journeyed closer to the coast where the ecosystem changed from the tall shaded karri forest
to the exposed low-lying profile of coastal heath.
Here, the granite outcrops were generally more
eroded and flatter in profile. Every location we
searched seemed to host a different population
of carnivorous plants. At most sites, we found

Top D. macrantha, bottom D. erythrogyne

U. multifida

D. macrantha on
granite rocks
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D. modesta and U. multifida

plentiful Drosera erythrorhiza growing in deeper patches of loamy moss and in cracks within
the rock surfaces. In contrast to the bright green
specimens I had seen in Bunbury, the plants
in this region were small and tinged with red.
D. glanduligera, an annual rosetted species,
grew widely amongst the moss. This interesting
sundew has a fringe of long ‘snap’ tentacles
which quickly reflex inwards when touched by

an insect, effectively catapulting its prey into
the sticky centre of its leaves. At a single site, I
sighted a small form of D. huegelii. The erect
species is characterised by a slender stem and
dangling leaves, which I thought had a rather
uncanny resemblance to jellyfish.
As the sun set, we finally approached the
village of Walpole on the south coast, exhausted
but content with a very long day of exploration.

D. erythrorhiza

Top D. huegelii, bottom and in the
round box D. glanduligera
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Part 3. The Great
Southern Swamps

Peter’s attention to detail proved productive
as he also found two tiny species of Utricularia
in a ditch nearby. The first was U. tenella, which
grows pink flowers in the shape of a trident. The
other was U. simplex, a diminutive species that
has purple petals with a cute yellow dot. As exciting as these discoveries were, we failed to locate
Cephalotus hidden within the dense vegetation
of the swamp.

I woke up in Walpole with intense enthusiasm. The coastal areas of the Great Southern
region are known for extensive swamps, which
form where water pools in low-lying regions
within the undulating topography. The main
goal for today was to find the iconic Cephalotus
follicularis – the Albany Pitcher Plant, a species
which is endemic to the south coast of the state.
I located a dirt road that ran straight through a
few of the swamps and as the sun rose, we drove
off to see what we could find.
Peter and I took turns between driving and
keeping an eye out for interesting sites to stop
at. We firstly passed through a heathy area where we sighted Drosera microphylla in the sandy
laterite. This erect species, as its name suggests,
has small foliage but its metallic flowers are
amongst the most vivid in the genus. The local
form had golden sepals that enclosed tangerine
coloured petals and a crimson styles. The road
eventually bisected swampland, which was so
densely grown with sedge and bush that it was
practically impenetrable. However, there were
drainage channels dug on the side of the road
and it was in these exposed habitats that carnivorous plants grew.
Everywhere we found Drosera pulchella, a
pygmy species with a broad petiole that prefers
waterlogged soils – in some places I even saw it
growing under water! There were also plenty of
D. platypoda, another member of the fan-leaved
Stolonifera complex. This plant is particularly
attractive with its alternate leaf arrangement on
a single vertical stem, which gives the plant a
spiralling overall profile. In the sandy soils next
to the swamps, we found D. sulphurea, an erect
species with yellow flowers. During one of my
turns driving, Peter noticed some red patches
on the road cut and upon investigation I was
surprised to see that it was D. hamiltonii. This
rosetted sundew is one of the few in the region
that is not tuberous and is an outlier in the genus in that it produces a fused style structure.

D. microphylla

D. pulchella

D. pulchella

D. hamiltonii

Left U. tenella, right U. simplex
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D. platypoda

As the afternoon encroached, we made our
way to an iconic coastal site well known for its
amazing displays of Cephalotus. At this location,
a swamp drains over sea cliffs into an estuary,
creating a giant peat seepage. We had timed our
visit to coincide with low tide and cautiously
waded along the coastline to the site. Imagine
my excitement when I spotted my first Ceph!

The leaves of this extraordinary plant form a
cup of digestive fluid to drown and digest their
prey, alike the unrelated Sarraceniaceae family
in the Americas and Nepenthes of tropical Asia.
Once the insect falls in the pitcher, a dramatic
peristome of inward pointing spines negates
any attempt to escape. An attractive striped
lid overhangs the opening, keeping out excess

rainwater. Plants at this site attained a beautiful
dark purple, especially when they were exposed
to the full sun. It simply amazes me how a leaf
could evolve such a complex and functional
morphology.
I spent 2 hours combing the area where I saw
plants of varying sizes, from large specimens
with pitchers over 5 cm long to tiny seedlings

smaller than the Drosera pulchella growing
alongside them. With the sun dipping low, we
decided to head back up the cliffs and explore
the swamp above. We failed to find any more
Cephalotus but saw many rosettes of Drosera
aff. squamosa. The plants at this coastal site
only had a slight red border in contrast to the
archetypal variety but the numerous elongated

Cephalotus follicularis
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Cephalotus follicularis

Cephalotus follicularis

D. erythrorhiza

D. aff. squamosa
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Cephalotus follicularis

leaves distinguished it from the closely related
D. erythrorhiza.
The following morning, we made our way
north-east towards the inland mountain ranges north of Albany. Initially tracing the coast,
we stopped at a few granite patches where I
saw Drosera purpurascens, another species in
the Stolonifera complex. This species forms
a compact morphology with the fan-shaped
lamina borne on long petioles. I found great
beauty in their sparkling red leaves, which
contrasted deeply with the shadows cast by the
morning sun. Amongst the bushes, long stems
of D. erythrogyne caught the light dramatically.
Perhaps the most interesting find at this site was
a granite-growing form of Drosera microphylla,
which inhabited the mossy drainage field of one

D. purpurascens

outcrop. In contrast to the heath growing form,
this variety had dark red sepals and large pink
petals.
Leaving the coast along the highway, we
made our way through the Mount Lindesay National Park and stopped at a few locations along
the way. With Peter at the wheel, I kept my eyes
on the satellite where I spotted an interesting
barren rocky field up ahead. There, I found a
profusion of pygmy sundews with a raised rosette of leaves and a small stem of old growth. I
believe that this was Drosera verrucata based on
morphology and habitat but without flowers, it
can be hard to be sure. At the next site, we stopped alongside a patch of sparse eucalypt forest
and briefly explored a small trail. Again, we saw
the highly variable D. erythrorhiza which had
around four almost circular leaves and were
much larger than the ones we saw growing on
granite. The D. pallida in this area were also
the longest we had seen, growing almost three
meters in height. It was still before noon, but we
had places to be, so with a slight sense of haste
we continued our journey to the mountains of
the Porongurup Range.

Pygmy sundew, maybe D. verrucata
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D. purpurascens

D. pallida
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Part 4. Mountain Ranges
As we drove further inland, the profile of
impressive standalone mountains started appearing on the horizon. Ancient geological uplift
has pushed these gigantic peaks high around
the surrounding plains, forming ‘islands’ of elevated habitat that are spatially segregated from
each other. This isolation gives rise to high rates

of endemism amongst the flora in this region.
The main activity for today was the Porongurup National Park, where we planned to hike
to the top of the impressive granite domes in
the range. However, we firstly made a stop in
the lower slopes of the area in search for the
extremely localised pygmy sundew, Drosera
lasiantha. This species grows only here and
in a neighbouring national park, where it oc-

cupies laterite slopes. To be honest, my hopes
for finding this rare plant wasn’t particularly
high, so I was especially thrilled when I saw
many thousands of them colonising a cleared
stretch of ground within seconds of leaving
the car. The species is notable for its long stem,
which stretches over 10 cm high in the oldest
specimens (gargantuan in pygmy terms). I also
enjoyed the raised profile of the leaves, as well as

small details such as the long supporting roots
the plants grow to keep themselves upright.
After spending some time taking photos, we
drove to the main area of the park and chose
to do the Nancy Peak circuit to the top of the
ranges. I thought I would be able to find many
unique sundews throughout the transition
from dense forest to exposed mossy summits,
especially given the great number of plants I

Panoramic shot from Nancy Peak

4

Here and above
D. lasiantha
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had seen on the granite outcrops in the past
few days, but was disappointed to see that
there seemed to be more invasive plants than
native ones. I found a few D. glanduligera and
D. macrantha here and there but the only thing
noteworthy about the walk was the admittedly
beautiful view.
Afternoon was creeping in as we finished
the walk, and we were due at the other side
of the Stirling Range National Park by dark!
Hurriedly, we drove onwards, hopeful to find
more productive carnivorous plant sites than
the Porongurup Range. As we crossed into the
boundary of the national park, the landscape
abruptly changed from farmland to beautifully undisturbed indigenous shrubland which
stretched for many kilometres afront. In the
distance, tall metamorphic peaks rose from
the plains, their dramatic profiles endowing a
great sense of adventure and character to the
area. The region is a centre of biodiversity, with
the dramatic shifts in elevation leading to the
development of many unique niches and correspondingly high density of species.
Hopping off at a pitstop, I immediately saw
the long spiralling stems of Drosera platypoda
growing alongside the compact D. purpurascens. It was interesting to see two species in the
Stolonifera complex with completely different

On the summit of Bluff Knoll
morphologies side by side. Intertwined in the
bushes were scrambling stems of D. drummondii and D. pallida and as always, D. erythrorhiza
colonised the ground in impressive numbers.
The sight of so many species in such a natural
setting was rejuvenating and with a sense of
gratification, we finally found our way to our
accommodation and promptly fell asleep.
The following day we arose to summit Bluff
Knoll, the highest point in the south west at
1,099 m above sea level. In testament to its
height, snow had fallen a few weeks prior and

the transition between the lower slopes to
the extensive summit plateau is host to many
interesting species of sundews. Immediately
around the carpark, we noticed patches of the
ever-ubiquitous Drosera macrantha and D.
erythrorhiza on the rocky ridge. Despite the
bitter cold of the morning, our blood quickly
began pumping as we hiked up the mountain.
Along the steeper sections of the trail grew the
interesting D. huegelii var. phillmanniana. This
diminutive variation of the species grows only a
few leaves on a short stem but retains a proportionally oversized flower.

D. purpurascens

D. platypoda
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Plant and flower of D. huegelii var. philmanniana

After almost two hours of rather steep
walking, we finally broke out of the forest and
onto the summit plateau. I noticed that the
entire area was charred from a bushfire a year
prior and that the vegetation had just started
to regrow. Immediately, my eyes were drawn
to the small sparkling red rosettes that contrasted strongly against the black charcoal. I was
delighted to see that these were countless plants

of Drosera monticola! This fan-leaved species
is endemic to the highest peaks of the Stirling
Range, typically growing in exposed moss
patches on the weathered rock. The fires had
cleared the undergrowth which exposed the
soils to light and stimulated the dormant plants
and seed to germinate en masse. It was amazing
seeing this species, which was certainly on my
bucket list, growing in such numbers.

Three images of D. monticola

D. gibsonii

After breaking for lunch and photos, we navigated back down to the carpark, but our day was
not complete yet. I had gotten a tip about the location of another very endemic species growing
on a neighbouring peak and with admittedly
sore legs and waning enthusiasm, we made our
way to the next site. The hike started through
lateritic slopes and climbed steadily upwards
through heath. My vigour was soon restored
when I spotted Drosera gibsonii on the side of
the trail! This pygmy species is somewhat like D.
lasiantha in morphology, with towering stems
of old growth and an attractive raised rosette.
Likewise, it has a very restricted distribution,
and grows only in the Stirling Range.
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After a bit more climbing, the heath suddenly
ended and was replaced by the exposed rocky
cap of the mountain. Gingerly, I scrambled on
the bare rock and glanced over the usual Drosera glanduligera, which somehow colonises
even the most remote peaks, but then my eyes
noticed the familiar red glimmer… of D. monticola? I was completely not expecting to see this
species here as my research had indicated that
it only grew on the summits of Bluff Knoll and
Mt Toolbrunup. As I carefully scrambled along
the steep cliff walls, I noticed many specimens
growing in the moss gardens on the water
seepages. In contrast to Bluff Knoll, there were
limited plants alongside the track, perhaps because this peak had not burned recently and the
vegetation was too dense to support sundews.
Looking at the grand views before me, I wonde-

red what other Drosera lay undiscovered on the
many inaccessible peaks that dotted the range…
After a long day trekking up two peaks we
finally returned to our lodging and got our first
full night’s rest in a few days.
The next morning, we made our way through the Stirling Range Drive, a 40 km stretch of
gravel road that traverses the park. Still a bit
sore from the previous day’s hikes, this option
allowed us to see a wide variety of habitats along
the way with minimal walking. The first section
of the road took us through some laterite hills,
where I excitedly sighted D. scorpioides, one of
the larger pygmy sundews. Its leaves, which are
reflexed upwards like a scorpion’s tail, are pre-

sented upon an imposing raised stem –a truly
fearsome plant, if it were not for its small size!
We took our day slowly, pausing at all the
scenic lookouts and generally enjoying the
amazing floral and geographic beauty of the
national park. On a dry heath hill, I found the
stunning orange flowers of Drosera microphylla,
more D. scorpioides and an assortment of other
unidentifiable pygmy Drosera. By afternoon, we
were near the end of the drive and stopped at a
grassy woodland section in a valley. In contrast
to the dry exposed heathland, this lush shaded
area yielded plants like the woodlands of the
south west region with the appearance of the
scrambling D. pallida and D. macrantha. In
reference to its specific name, the latter species
had large open blooms which interestingly had
a pink coloration.
Afterwards, we exited the national park and
drove towards the charming regional centre
of Albany, where Peter was due to fly out the
following morning. As we reached the coast, it
started drizzling and we were left wondering if
we should just check in at the hostel and call it
a day.

Flower of D. microphylla
Flower of D. macrantha

D. monticola
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D. scorpioides

Of course, I wanted to do some more exploring, especially after getting notification
that a certain species of bladderwort was still
blooming in the coastal granite outcrops in
the region. Gently coercing Peter to drive into
Torndirrup National Park, my eyes soon locked
onto the massive granite platforms, exposed to
the surface by wind and rain. Quickly donning
my raincoat, I made my way onto the outcrops
before the storms on the radar hit. I soon saw
bright spots of red amongst the moss and was
ecstatic to see Utricularia menziesii in full bloom! This bladderwort is notable enough to have
a common name – the ‘redcoat’ – in homage to

the long hanging protuberance of its bloom that
is reminiscent of the tail jackets of colonial British soldiers. The perennial species is uniquely
adapted to the Australian climate, forming a
resting tuber to survive the annual desiccation
of its niche.
As luck would have it, the rains bypassed us,
and the skies cleared up. We had a nice dinner
in Albany (which was especially luxurious after
a week of hostel cooking) in celebration of a
successful expedition, and I saw Peter off on his
flight back to Melbourne. But the trip was not
even halfway through for me. And now I was
on my own…

U. menziesii

Part 5. South Coast
Heath and Mallee
I was now exactly one week into my journey
and with Peter gone, I was by myself for the rest
of the trip. I planned to spend the next day looking for some species native to the Albany region before continuing my exploration several
hundred kilometres east. In particular, I wanted
to find more Cephalotus and the rare fan-leaved
sundew Drosera fimbriata.
Although I had already found Cephalotus
earlier in my trip, the sea cliff where I had
sighted it was not the typical habitat for the species. In order to understand its niche, I wished
to see it growing in various habitats. Without
any set coordinates, I simply drove around to
various scenic locations, keeping an eye out
for likely locations along the way. In a roadside
ditch near Two People’s Bay, I was able to locate
a single specimen of the species in thick growth
draining into a swamp. There were likely more
plants hidden in the area but I was quickly ushered out by a water infrastructure worker who
informed me that I was actually trespassing in

Top: flower of D. drummondii, bottom U. tenella

Cephalotus follicularis

a restricted area, having missed the sign further
up the road.
Somewhat satisfied that I had already located
the pitcher plant before noon, I turned my attention to finding Drosera fimbriata, an elusive
member of the Stolonifera complex which has
interesting whorls of non-carnivorous leaves. As
a rare species, the publicly available datasets for
the species are generalised, so I tried searching
in a range of sandy habitats where I believed it
would grow. My first stop was a small reserve
off the highway, where I saw an assortment of
species such as Drosera erythrorhiza, D. pallida
and D. drummondii. I also found a small patch
of Utricularia tenella growing in a ditch, but
alas, no D. fimbriata was seen. I then decided
to head over to the Manypeaks Nature Reserve,
after all its common name is the ‘Manypeaks
sundew’.
As I arrived at the coastal national park, I was
allured by the many weathered granite hills that
emerged out of the landscape. I randomly chose
a walk and quickly discovered that this was
not going to be an easy feat, as the trail mostly
consisted of loose sand. It ended up taking me
more than an hour to finally reach the top of
one of the granite hills where of course it started
raining on me. At this point I was quite mentally
deflated as there weren’t many sundews after all
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D. verrucata along the road

D. erythrogyne

the effort. I took a few quick snaps of some D.
erythrogyne and headed back down the hill.
On my way back to the carpark, I resolved to
at least find something interesting before I left
the area, so I headed off-trail into the coastal

heath. Eventually I intersected an old road,
which was cut deep enough into the ground
to produce a seepage. To my surprise I spotted
Cephalotus growing amongst the grassy heath!
I would never have thought that the species
grew in such a habitat and it seems that it was
a lot less picky than I predicted, needing only
a perennial source of water. This discovery
cheered me up considerably after a somewhat
disappointing few hours of walking.
It was late afternoon by the time I got back to
the carpark. As I drove back to Albany, my eyes
were evidently still attuned to spotting Drosera
because I noticed that the side of the road had
a curious sheen to it. Stopping the car, I found
hundreds of Drosera scorpioides and D. verrucata glowing against the low sun. In contrast
to the reddish plants in the Stirling Range, this
population of D. scorpioides was golden in colour and it was interesting to see this geographic
variation.
Having not found D. fimbriata the previous
day, I gave it another shot the following morning
as I left Albany and searched along a very long
strip of nature reserve adjacent to the highway.
Whilst I was ultimately unable to locate the
species, I did sight plenty of Drosera platypoda,

A golden variety of D. scorpioides

Cephalotus follicularis

5

D. verrucata

The Fitzgerald River National Park

Here and below D. zonaria

erythrorhiza and pygmy sundews, which were
lovely in their own right. Deciding to cut my
losses before midday, I continued my journey
east on the three-hundred-kilometre drive to
the Fitzgerald River National Park. Failing to
find D. fimbriata dampened my mood quite a
bit, but at least it gave me a reason to return
to the beautiful region sometime in the future.
As the highway veered away from the coast,
I noticed that the bushland changed from
coastal heath to semi-arid mallee vegetation.
This ecosystem named after the dominant
small, multi-stemmed Eucalypt growth and
is characterised by its sparse plant cover, flat
topography, and exposed soils. I took the opportunity at a rest stop to investigate the change
in habitat and literally jumped for joy when
I found the tessellating rosettes of Drosera
zonaria all around me! This species is one of
the most stunning tuberous rosetted sundews
and was near the top of list of plants to find.
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Rejuvenated in spirit, I continued along the highway and it wasn’t long before I found myself
entering the boundaries of the Fitzgerald River
National Park.
Before me lay a vast expanse of virgin
bushland extending as far as the eye could see.
The grandeur of the open space was simply awe
inspiring and gave me a glimpse of what the
region was like prior to European contact. I was
fortunate in that the forecast rains did not eventuate, which meant that the unsealed portion
of Hamersley Drive was open to 2wd vehicles.
The road traverses the untouched interior of
the national park, giving me access to a range of
ecosystems along the way.
As it turns out, most of the road passed through dry mallee heath, which was not particularly
productive in terms of carnivorous plants. I was
also too preoccupied with not ruining the rental
car on the heavily corrugated road that I didn’t
make too many stops. At some point, I passed
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a small river and decided that it was notable
enough to get out and investigate. The geographical depression caused by the watercourse
created a wetter niche suitable for Drosera glanduligera, D. macrantha and D. zonaria to grow
but my excitement intensified when I spotted an
unfamiliar plant - tiny rosettes of D. lowriei, a
species with overlapping rounded leaves occupied mossy seepages adjacent to the creek bed.
By now I was rather exhausted after some
350 km of driving so I hurried on towards the
campsite to pitch my tent before sunset. Always
wanting to make the most of my day, I drove a
short way back up the hill to watch the setting
sun illuminate the dramatic profile of the coastal
granite mountains. There I found D. zonaria

and D. scorpioides all around me, but I was most
impressed with the striking leaves of the (noncarnivorous) Hakea victoria, with its intricately
patterned and formidably shaped leaves.
After a freezing night of sleep, I awoke refreshed and ready to start the next half of my
expedition with a long drive 250 km north into
the agricultural Wheatbelt region. I was quite
frankly rather tired of the coastal environment
so didn’t waste too much time getting out of the
national park and hightailing it on the highway
towards Ravensthorpe and beyond.

D. lowriei

D. glanduligera

Left D. zonaria, and full page the
Hamersley Drive

5

Hakea victoria

Part 6. Granite Outcrops
and Salt Lakes
The Wheatbelt region is named for its extensive plains, which have overwhelmingly been
cleared for agriculture. Pockets of indigenous
biodiversity occur within the sparse nature
reserves, which are mainly centred around the
geographical features in this harsh landscape.
Here, ancient granite inselbergs the size of hills
rise dramatically out of the surrounding fields
and most permanent watercourses are saline
from the accumulation of minerals over millennia. It is around these outcrops and salt lakes
that I focused my attention for the next few
days, allured by rumours of the rare sundews
that congregate around them.

D. scorpioides

As I approached the first granite outcrop,
nothing could have prepared me for the sheer
scale of everything I was about to experience.
These giant red monoliths were simply huge,
and I was surprised by how lush the areas
around them were. As I approached the rock, I
noticed that the scrub was covered in a strange
orange growth. I quickly realised in awe that
this was actually masses of D. subhirtella and D.
macrantha that grew so thickly they blanketed
the ground and surrounding bushes. Walking
onto the rock surface, I immediately noticed
that the thin layers of moss that covered the

In the two images, the indistinct masses of
D. subhirtella and D. macrantha

Soon, I was back in mallee habitat and at my
first stop, I noticed that the ground was covered
in Drosera zonaria. The species has a propensity
to propagate itself clonally and over many years,
adjacent clusters had merged into one massive
colony. Little did I know that this was going to
be the least impressive thing of the day…

D. zonaria
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D. bulbosa among D. glanduligera
I had a few more sites marked out for exploration that day, and with enthusiasm I drove
off to another outcrop. This one was covered
in Drosera glanduligera, which grew so densely
that the ground was endowed with a metallic
glow. At the following rock, thousands of Drosera graniticola occupied its base. This species
is notable for producing a massive floral inflorescence with more than 20 concurrent white
blooms. The entire field was beautifully covered
in white flowers, with a display that surely rivals
the non-carnivorous wildflowers that the region
is known for. I found sundews growing en mass
at each new outcrop and every site seemed to
have a species that dominated.
D. lowriei

Flowers of D. graniticola

wetter areas were studded with thousands of
D. lowriei. Star shaped D. bulbosa, coloured
in shades of yellow and red covered the peaty
outwashes like confetti after a festival. I spent
almost an hour wandering the rock surface,
which must have occupied around a hectare in
space, finding orchids and sundews wherever I
looked.

D. bulbosa

A meadow of D. graniticola
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But the goal I had set for the day was to find
two rare species of sundew with enigmatic
niches that I wanted to better understand. Drosera salina and D. zigzagia grow only around
salt lakes in the Wheatbelt. It confused me as
to how this could be – as high mineral contents
are usually detrimental to carnivorous plants.
By now it was late afternoon and rain clouds
were starting to develop, so I hurried off to visit
a salt lake site that I had been tipped off about.
I was surprised to find that this ‘lake’ was only
the size of a large pond and was a lot smaller
than some of the systems I had poked around
earlier in the day. As I walked towards the water,
I suddenly found that I was surrounded by a
field of Drosera zigzagia! As its name suggests,
the tiny species has zigzagging erect stems that
reversed direction at every leaf node.
My attention then turned to Drosera salina
and I walked to the other side of the lake, but
I was confused at its absence. I returned to the
water line to inspect it more closely and found
D. salina. On the left Setocoris sp.
on the traps

D. zigzagia
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that I had literally walked right past the plants,
not noticing them as they were so small! Compared to the golden leaves of D. zigzagia, D. salina is coloured a dark red and has stems around
half as tall. The species has a substantial basal
rosette, but this is always buried under a layer
of crystalline silica sand. Interestingly, while the
two species grew within meters of each other,
they never intermixed. Drosera salina grows on
sloping surfaces close to the edge of the lake,
whereas D. zigzagia prefers flat ground elevated
from the shores.
Suddenly a downpour developed, and I was
forced to cut my exploration short and run back
to the car. I decided that it was about time I
made my way to my accommodation in Hyden,
which was still a good hour’s drive away. Of
course, the spirit of exploration overcame me,

and I stopped at one more site that I had marked on my map.
I’m glad I did stop as it was only after seeing
this location in the rain that I truly appreciated
the ecological role of the outcrops in the Wheatbelt. Small cascades of water had formed in
the weathered channels on the rock surface and
gathered in deep pools of water around its base.
I came to the realisation that these giant impermeable surfaces are very effective at collecting
and concentrating rainwater, forming seasonal
accumulations of moisture that support the
hundreds of endemic species of the area. Drosera rupicola, a large sprawling species of fanleaved sundew, grew in full bloom at the edge of
the water pools whilst D. lowriei and D. bulbosa
were temporarily submerged under a stream of
fresh water. Soaked and exhausted, I finally resiAIPC Magazine 59 - 43

Buckley’s Breakaway
gned back to the car after a very overwhelming
day of exploration.
Hyden is known for its tourist attractions,
which mainly consist of various popularised
geographical features. The following morning,
I decided I might as well do some standard
sightseeing, so I woke up early and made my
way to Buckley’s Breakaway, a naturally eroded
gully with dramatic rock features. I suppose the
landscape was interesting but I was disengaged
by the lack of Drosera so I quickly took some
photos and made my way over to Wave Rock.
This iconic eroded feature lies at the base of the
massive Hyden Rock and is shaped like a wave. I
arrived when it was still too early for the regular
tourists and had a lot of fun running up its side.
Naturally, I turned my attention to finding
sundews and I soon found myself scaling the
absolutely gigantic inselberg. The surface of
the outcrop was so large that it hosted a range
of niches, complete with streamlets, bushes,
and moss aprons all entirely elevated from
the plains. Drosera bulbosa grew freely where
loam had accumulated and D. yilgarnensis, a
western member of the D. peltata species complex, occupied the mossy patches on the edge

D. rupicola

of bushes. I continued to a few more locations
within the tourist park and found species like D.
macrantha and D. rupicola. Whilst these were
nice to see, I couldn’t help but notice how the
area was disturbed by the thousands of tourists
that visited them.
The salt lake sundews were still very much
on my mind and the site I had visited yesterday
left me with questions regarding their ecology.

Wave Rock
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Perhaps the seepage of water out of surrounding
elevated bushland was needed by the species?
For that to occur, it would require a particularly
deep salt lake, as an elevation gradient between
the saline lakes and fresh groundwater layer
had to be present. Regathering, I found another
site off Google maps around 50 km away and
promptly made my way to it.
At this site, a granite outcrop adjoined a
large salt lake, so I thought that the area where
freshwater from the rocks drained into the
quartz field of the lake might provide the ideal
habitat. This location was well off-road and required a bit of navigation to reach. I managed to
find an old trail and followed it until I got near
enough to the outcrop, after which I pushed
through the scrub to reach it.
As I stepped onto the rock surface, I was
presented with the most beautiful sight of the
day. The remote outcrop was surrounded by undamaged fields of Drosera graniticola growing
en mass. Against the vivid blue sky and the
rusty coloured rock, the plants caught the rays

Here and above D. yilgarnensis

So, for the remainder of the day, I resolved to
find more populations of the plants which is no
easy task given that their exact locations are not
publicly available. Thinking back to what I had
learned the previous day, I found a promising
site on the satellite and promptly made my way
there.
I drove as far as the car could take me and
followed a farming trail to an outcrop at the
edge of system of shallow salt lakes. Around the
outcrop, I saw a field full of Drosera andersoniana growing amongst the grasses. After a while
of bush bashing in forest, I finally broke out
to the open sandy shores of the lake – but no
sundews could be seen. Remembering that D.
zigzagia preferred elevated flat plains, I walked
along the perimeter of the woodland until I
came to a wide-open area and sure enough the
species was there! The plants at this site were in
full bloom and I was enamoured by their pastel
yellow flowers. It seemed that the plants weren’t

particularly rare provided that their niche of flat
quartz plains was present. However, D. salina
could not be seen anywhere nearby.
A bit perplexed by its absence, I re-examined
the situation and recalled that Drosera salina
was spatially segregated from D. zigzagia
and seemed to grow only on sloped surfaces.
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Here and below D. rosulata

of the low afternoon sun and illuminated the
fields with a glowing copper aura. I also found
substantial amounts of D. yilgarnensis and D.
stricticaulis growing in pockets of moss on the
rock. Traversing the outcrop towards the lake,
I took great pleasure in the natural surrounds,
watching the sundews sway gently in the breeze
with the warm sun against my back.
Finally, I reached the salt lake and my eyes
were immediately drawn to the patches of red
on the sandy banks of the streamlet that drained
from the outcrop! Thousands of D. salina grew
at this location, providing a highlight to cap off

D. stricticaulis
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D. ramellosa
an already perfect day. Equally stunning was the
fields of D. zigzagia that grew in the flat plains
higher up.
After observing the plants at this extensive
site, I finally began to understand their respective niches. Both species require a coarse quartz
substrate, which is deposited by the permanent
saline watercourses in the Wheatbelt. Whereas
D. zigzagia requires a deep sand base, D. salina
additionally requires a sloping surface and
appears to occupy the thin zone where ground
water seeps out from the surrounding bushland,
perhaps benefiting from the deposition of some
mineral component. This elevation gradient is
rare, only forming around the deepest salt lakes,
and explains why D. salina is much more uncommon than D. zigzagia. I spent the rest of the
daylight at the site, photographing the plants in
the rich glow of the setting sun.
Having located all I had set out to find in the
Wheatbelt, I drove back to Perth the following
day, using the occasional outcrop as rest stops.
At the first site, I found Drosera monantha
growing amongst the grasses. The large rosetted
species was a surprising find and I wasn’t even

D. monantha
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D. salina

aware that it existed at the time! At the next
location I unexpectedly saw a small patch of D.
ramellosa growing in a moist mossy pocket in
granite. This species in the Stolonifera complex
was can be distinguished from its fan-leaved relatives by its erect stems and flowers that emerge
directly from its basal rosette.
It wasn’t long before I reached the base of the
Darling Scarp, a band of hills that runs parallel
to the coast and separates the Wheatbelt from
the ocean. To reach Perth, I would have to drive
through the densely forested area, which is
fed by high rainfall from orographic lift of the
humid coastal winds. I still had a few hours of
daylight left so I took the opportunity to take a
hike and find some plants.
In the hills, the frequent rain often exposes
the granite base rock to the surface, especially
around the many creeks that flow in the area.
A goal of mine was to find Drosera gigantea,

which grows abundantly in waterlogged soils
in the area. I was successful in locating the
early growth stage of the species, which has an
uncanny resemblance to asparagus shoots, but
it was still too early to see any mature plants.
I also saw plenty of the rosetted D. rosulata
and erect D. menziesii, which were both vivid
red in colour, growing in the loam around the
watercourses.
I finally arrived back in Perth as the sun set,
completing my very long circuit of south-west
Western Australia. I had driven some 700 km in
the past three days alone, but my trip was far
from over…
An expanse of D. menziesii
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Part 7. Northern Sandplains
and Laterite Slopes
At this point I was feeling a bit burnt out, and
a restless night in a dodgy metropolitan hostel
certainly didn’t help. I had heard reports of interesting plants in the sand plains and laterite hills
up north, so with little preparation and a quick
breakfast, I sped out of Perth into the unknown.
Whilst my circuit of the south west over the
past 12 days was mostly mapped out prior to
arriving, I had left the next few days unplanned.
My exploration of the north was mostly
guided by a few sundews I wanted to find. With
scant coordinates, I relied on random roadside
stops and satellite imagery to identify sites,
an approach which had served me well so far.
The first species I wanted to find were Drosera
magna, a giant cousin of D. erythrorhiza, and
D. humilis, another plant in the fan-leaved
complex. I knew that both these plants grew
generally in the sand plains, but I was frustrated
to find that most of the roadside reserves were
either military training grounds or loose coastal
dunes that were mostly devoid of carnivorous
plants.
Finally, around 100 km out of town, I followed a service trail to an area of flat sandy heath
and saw the welcoming pink blooms of Drosera
drummondii all around me. I found some rosetted sundews scattered in the undergrowth, but
was unsure whether they represented Drosera
magna or D. erythrorhiza, as they weren’t particularly large.
My quest to discover Drosera humilis was
initially futile and I was just about to give up
finding it when it dawned on me that I might
have been looking for the wrong thing. I recalled that the other species I had spotted in the
Stolonifera complex seemed to emerge late in
the season so perhaps it was too early to find
fully developed plants? Retraining my eyes, I
quickly noticed clusters of fleshy flowers poking
out of the ground and came to the realisation
that they were the blooms of D. humilis! Like
a veil had been lifted, I looked around me and
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saw that the flowers were everywhere and the
plant that I was so earnestly looking for was
right in front of me all along. It just turned out
they hadn’t grown leaves yet.
Having satisfied my need for some Drosera
hunting, I decided to check out the Pinnacles
Desert, a tourist attraction where countless limestone pillars emerge from barren sand plains.
I thought it would be a bit gimmicky but once
I was there, I had a lot of fun taking photos in
the alien landscape. After an hour or so, I made
a quick pit stop in nearby Cervantes to have a
look at the stromatolites in Lake Thetis. These
ancient microbial structures were something I
had always wanted to see after learning about
them in my university classes.
As I ventured further north, I began to enter
the Lesueur Sandplains bioregion. This area is
characterised by deep sandy soils and ancient

D. humilis
hills comprised of laterised sedimentary substrates. I stopped at a small nature reserve east
of Jurien Bay to see what I could find in the
flatter niches of the area.
Everywhere along the sandy trail, I saw substantial rosettes of Drosera magna that grew as
large as my hand. These plants must have been
twice as large as the D. erythrorhiza growing in
the Perth region! Robust stems of D. porrecta
emerged from the ground with whorls of leaves
decorating a central vertical stem. At this site, I

D. porrecta
found a nice patch of D. humilis which were at
a more advanced growth stage and I was able
to appreciate the thin stems that contrasts with
other members in the Stolonifera complex.
With the sun dipping low, I finally made
my way to the Mt Lesueur National Park, a
biodiversity hotspot with undulating lateritic
topography. At a quick stop, I noticed that the
warm evening light illuminated some particularly hairy scrambling sundews. It was not
until after my trip that I identified the plants as

Stromatolites in Lake Thetis

Flower of D. drummondii
D. aff. erythrorhiza
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D. magna

D. hirsuta

Drosera hirsuta, a species in the D. macrantha
complex distinguished by its dense covering of
non-glandular hairs. After a camp stove meal, I
had a quick poke around in the bushes but horrifically discovered that I was covered in blood
sucking ticks! I spent a frankly uncomfortable
night cramped into the back seat of a car with
the imagined sensation of insects crawling all
over me.
I arose the next day to summit Mt Lesueur,
a low mesa of laterite for which the national
park is named. Still paranoid about ticks, I was
unfortunately unable to fully immerse myself
in an exploratory mindset. I did however spot

another new species, Drosera prophylla, an
erect plant with numerous non-carnivorous
bracts at its base.
After returning to the carpark and picking
all the ticks off my clothes, I continued to other
areas of the park in search of D. gigantea. I
had hoped that the northerly location would
mean that populations here would be at a more
advanced growth stage compared to those I had
seen in the Perth Hills.
At the next stop, I glanced into the bushes
on the side of the trail and was surprised to
see a few plants of D. gigantea in bloom! I was
impressed by the large branching structure of
the species, with flowers dotting the top of the
plant like ornaments on a Christmas tree. The
population was very sparse though and didn’t
photograph too well so I decided to leave the
park to look for plants elsewhere.
Scanning the satellite, I found a nearby trail
that intersected a swamp channel. I thought
that this would be a good place to find Drosera
heterophylla, the only sundew that produces flowers with more petals than the usual five. When
I arrived, I immediately noticed hundreds of D.
gigantea in the sandy banks of the channel but
I was disappointed to see that they were still in
the early leafless growth phase! Poking around a
bit I managed to locate a few D. heterophylla but
it was too late in the season and their distinctive
flowers had already faded. I couldn’t believe
my poor luck, arriving at the wrong time to see
Flower of D. barbigera

D. barbigera
neither species display their best characters.
Not wanting to linger, I moved on to the next
plant on my list - Drosera calycina, a crimson
flowered species closely related to the orange
flowered D. microphylla I had seen in the south.
I found coordinates for a laterite hill that was
not so far away and made my way there. Whilst
I didn’t see that species, I was able to find the
stunning rosettes of D. barbigera!
Drosera barbigera is gargantuan in terms of
pygmy sundews and embodies the most alluring characteristics of the group. It forms a large
raised rosette that is elevated atop a long stem of
old growth. The flowers are large and coloured
a captivating metallic orange. The plateau at
the top of the hill was covered with hundreds
Flower of D. coomallo

D. gigantea
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D. prophylla
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Part 8: The Perth Hills
The Avon Valley region is an undulating
plateau within the Darling Scarp, a band of hills
that runs parallel to the coastal plain in which
Perth is situated. This escarpment is mostly
comprised of lifted granite bedrock covered
with a layer of laterite. The lush forests in the
area provide refuge for many species of sundews and it is here that I concentrated my final
days of exploration in Western Australia.
Having no luck in the river valley, I returned
to the car and found a road that took me to
an urbanised area on top of the hills. En route
to a nature reserve, I turned a corner to see a
large granite platform on the side of the road.
I found that it was covered in sparkling field

vulnerable to degradation should a developer
divert the water source for housing. This really
highlighted the need for conservation and
heightened my appreciation for the fenced off
nature reserves common in the region.
Nearby, I located a hiking trail and went to
see what I could discover in the forested national park. The most notable find was the large
rosettes of Drosera collina growing in the laterite pebbles. The fine specimens had acquired
a red blush, as is common for rosetted tuberous
species towards the end of their growing season,

D. ramellosa
Setocoris sp. on D. pallida

of these plants and I derived much enjoyment
from photographic this very attractive species.
Growing alongside was the comparatively demure flat-rosetted pygmy species D. coomallo.
While not quite as spectacular as its cousin, the
bright orange flowers of the species do deserve
an honourable mention.
With half a day remaining and nothing else
planned in the area, I decided to head even
further north. Around Eneabba, the highway
passed through a nature reserve which seemed
to have been recently burned. This fire had
left the area barren but had stimulated the D.
porrecta there to flower. In lieu of the towering
stem of leaves, the plants terminated in a large
inflorescence of many white blooms.
Moving onwards, I visited a lake that didn’t
seem too hard to access. As I broke through the
scrub, I noticed that the sunlight was caught in
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the dew of hundreds of Drosera ramellosa that
grew in the lush grassy fields. It was a nice way
to end a day of exploring and I drove to a beach
side picnic area to watch the sun set and spend
the night there.
By now, I was approaching the final days of
my trip, so after another uncomfortable night in
the car, I made my way back to Perth. Stopping
by a few nature reserves along the outskirts of
the city, I was disappointed to find that most of
them were fenced off. Whilst this was frustrating, I do recognise that it is necessary to protect
the rare species residing inside them. Eventually, I found myself searching for Drosera heterophylla in the Avon Valley north east of Perth.
My maps pointed to a remote location by the
river which turned out to only be inaccessible.
Looking up onto the ridges I wondered what
could be found in the hills above...

Expanse of D. heterophylla. In
the circle, the flower

of Drosera heterophylla - and they were still
in flower! Many of the multipetalled blooms
hosted Setocoris bugs, a genus of insects found
in association Drosera that are able to avoid getting stuck in the dew. The rock surface was kept
under a thin film of water from a seepage higher
up and it occurred to me that it was particularly

but still retained copious amounts of dew on
their leaves. With that, I made my way to the Airbnb and had my first comfortable sleep in days.
I arose the following morning for my final
day of exploration. I had saved the best for last
- a long full day hike in the Perth Hills towards
the south east. This hike would take me to some
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D. stolonifera

D. collina

of the highest points in the Darling Scarp and
was scattered with granite outcrops where I
knew sundews were waiting in abundance. Eager to get going, I arrived at the starting location
early in the morning.
The trail began at a huge outcrop that was covered with a thick layer of moss and etched with
streamlets. Tall stems of red Drosera macrantha
and D. pallida, illuminated against the morning
sun, appeared as if they were flames that had set

the bushes on fire. In the moist depressions of
the rock grew thousands of Utricularia multifida and a few stems of D. gigantea that were just
beginning to unfurl their leaves.
Following the track into the dappled jarrah
forest, I was ecstatic to find Drosera squamosa
growing in abundance! This species is arguably
the most beautiful of the rosetted tuberous sundews, with a contrasting border of red against
the green base of the leaves. The lustrous plants,
D. macrantha

heavy with dew, stood out like jewels amongst
the leaf litter and certainly left a lasting impression.
As I trekked up the peaks, I was rewarded
with beautiful panoramic views of the hills
that stretched for miles in each direction.
Complementing the scenery were large rosettes
of Drosera bulbosa growing in the moss, while
nice stems of D. stolonifera occupied the laterite
slopes. In the moist flats, D. rosulata grew in
abundance and D. modesta populated the creek
beds. I found sundews wherever I looked and
could not have asked for a better day of hiking.
However, there was one thing on my mind
- I still wanted to photograph Drosera gigantea
growing in full glory. Finishing the trail with
an hour of daylight left, I wondered where I
could possibly see such plants. Perhaps I had
developed a sixth sense after two weeks in the
Western Australian wilderness as I felt sundews
calling me into burnt bushland towards a low
lying group of granite surfaces.
This outcrop differed from the ones I had
seen earlier in being so flat and low-lying, with
the surface itself buried under a few centimeters
of peat. The rock layer inhibited the growth
of trees whilst simultaneously creating a wet

exposed niche perfect for sundews. As the forest
opened up before me I saw a vast clearing full
of Drosera menziesii. The wet moss gardens
were studded with stunning examples of D.
bulbosa in the most vivid red, whilst flowering
D. macrantha grew in masses in more elevated
locations.

D. gigantea
U. multifida

D. squamosa
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D. bulbosa
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D. stolonifera
Whilst I concede that there is little I can do as
an individual, a goal of my project ‘Fierce Flora’
is to document carnivorous plants in situ while
I still can, and hopefully inspire others to see the
value of protecting these amazing plants.
I owe the success of my expedition to the
community of Australian carnivorous plant
enthusiasts. In particular, I would like to thank
my good friend Peter Eggenhuizen for accom-

panying me in the first half of the trip. I also
want to acknowledge Thilo Krueger, Andrew
Broome and Francis Nge for their identifications
and insightful discussions about the ecology of
carnivorous plants in Western Australia, as well
as Maurizio Saroldi and the team at the AIPC
for coordinating the publication of this article.
Boaz.

Overview of the hills around Perth

D. gigantea

In the distance, the drainage field of the
outcrop was lit with a familiar glow. I approached to discover hundreds of red and green
Drosera gigantea illuminated against the golden
rays of the evening! Perhaps stimulated by fire,
this population had matured particularly early
and presented a full set of foliage. Seeing this
beautiful site capped off an already flawless day,
and as the sun set over the field of sundews, I
could not think of a more perfect way to end the
expedition of a lifetime.

Afterword
Western Australia was a truly life changing
experience for a carnivorous plant enthusiast
like myself. Nowhere else in the world can you
stop at virtually any location and find so many
Drosera in such diversity and quantity.
In reflection, the highlights of my expedition occurred when I successfully located rare
species growing in unique habitats - such as
Drosera monticola on the peaks of the Stirling
Range, D. salina around the salt lakes of the
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Wheatbelt and Cephalotus in the coastal cliffs
of the south. Unexpected discoveries, like the
beautiful field of D. graniticola at the remote
granite outcrop and D. barbigera in the northern hills also left a lasting impression. I took
great interest in studying how diversity evolved
around the complex environmental niches I saw
throughout my trip.
However, I also noticed how these plants are
incredibly susceptible to environmental degradation. This was most obvious in the Wheatbelt
and metropolitan Perth, where the vast majority
of land has been cleared for agriculture and
development.
Perhaps the greatest overall threat to carnivorous plants lies in the systemic effects of climate
change. The majority of sundews in Western
Australia require reliable seasonal rainfall whether it be to hydrate a thin moss layer, produce a
seepage at the edge of a salt lake, or simply wet
the ground after a long dry summer.
It is disheartening to know that many of the
species I saw will become extinct in my lifetime.
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